NATURE’S PATINA BARNWOOD IN A BOX
With this line we combine a decades old natural patina with the convenience of modern milling for cladding that is tried and true in its authenticity, yet straightforward to install. Time
and the elements have worked in concert to create a color palate that ranges from windswept
grays to earthy browns to create a look that is often imitated, but never quite duplicated.
Evidence of its previous life, this material will exhibit nail holes, strap marks, and other
historical character. All of the boards have been kiln dried for stability, back planed to a consistent thickness of a hefty 5/8”, straight line ripped for tight seams, and sized to three widths
so you can choose from a single width or mix it up. If you’d like widths other than 3”, 4” and 5”,
please inquire about our custom options.

GLACIER GRAY

Sun, wind, rain, snow, and plenty of time collaborate to
create the gray tones in our corral board. Of all of our products, none more truly represents the iconic rural Montana
landscape, with its miles and miles of fence lines, interrupted by the occasional corral or outbuilding, from which this
material comes.

BRIDGER BROWN

Warm toast-to-tobacco browns make up this color palate,
thanks to authentic barnwood and rafter stock from agricultural structures, warehouses, and schools from across
North America. What once served as a stud, joist, rafter, or
siding could now lend a look to your home that only time can
create.

YELLOWSTONE BLEND
If you seek a more eclectic scheme, look no further than our
Yellowstone Blend. Here we combine the material from
Glacier Gray with that from Bridger Brown for an edgy and
expanded color range.

AGRARIAN OAK

A blend of red and white oak, this material earned its original patina from decades in an agricultural structure or
warehouse from the Midwest and Eastern US. Colors will
range from light to rich browns with some warm gray tones.

HEADQUARTERS/CUSTOM PACKAGES
406.763.9102 39 JAYS WAY, GALLATIN GATEWAY, MT

GRAB & GO/RETAIL OUTLET
406.585.5953 81601 GALLATIN RD, BOZEMAN, MT
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